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Patterns of Software: Tales from the Software CommunityOxford University Press, 1996
"This is a clear, insightful book that takes an alternative look at some of the broader issues surrounding software development.... The commentary on the work of Christopher Alexander, currently being taken up so fervently by the software architecture community, is particularly appealing."--Sanjiv Gossain, Associate Director, Cambridge...
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How We Make Stuff Now: Turn Ideas into Products That Build Successful BusinessesMcGraw-Hill, 2019

	This step-by-step DIY guide shows entrepreneurs how to create and launch new products, package and market to consumers, and build a thriving business.

	

	Do you have an idea for a business but don’t know where to start? Thanks to high-speed Internet, game-changing technology, and innovative new platforms, you can...
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The Innovation and Evolution of Medical Devices: Vaginal Mesh KitsSpringer, 2018

	
		This text provides a central resource for physicians, entrepreneurs, and the MBA students about how innovation occurs in medical device industry.  The book uses the rise and fall of vaginal mesh kits to highlight the evolution of responses by the physicians, patients and the regulatory bodies.  There are specific chapters...
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European Founders at WorkApress, 2012

	In European Founders at Work, several of the top European startup founders are interviewed to explain their respective paths to building a successful company. It builds on the same format as the original Founders at Work, but showcases the differences between building a successful company in Europe versus the...
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Databases for Small Business: Essentials of Database Management, Data Analysis, and Staff Training for Entrepreneurs and ProfessionalsApress, 2015

	This book covers the practical aspects of database design, data cleansing, data analysis, and data protection, among others. The focus is on what you really need to know to create the right database for your small business and to leverage it most effectively to spur growth and revenue.


	Databases for Small Business...
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The Entrepreneur's Guide to Managing Growth and Handling CrisesPraeger Publishers, 2007

	Everyone knows the typical entrepreneurial success story: A couple of entrepreneurs have a great idea, work their tails off to establish the business and, before long, they're set for life. Right? Hardly. Turnaround artist Theo van Dijk knows two things: First, young businesses that have survived the start-up years will face periods of...
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Invisible Engines: How Software Platforms Drive Innovation and Transform IndustriesMIT Press, 2006
Winner of the Business, Management & Accounting category in the 2006 Professional/Scholarly Publishing Annual Awards Competition presented by the Association of American Publishers, Inc.
 
 Software platforms are the invisible engines that have created, touched, or transformed nearly every major industry for the past...
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From Program to Product: Turning Your Code into a Saleable ProductApress, 2008
Many would–be software entrepreneurs with expertise in many fields attempt to turn a homegrown application—one developed for use in their own business or profession—into a commercial product. Lack of knowledge, experience, or skills often prevents the idea from ever taking shape, let alone achieving its potential. Entering a new...
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Starting an Online Business All-in-One For Dummies (For Dummies (Business & Personal Finance))For Dummies, 2017

	Start a successful online business—and be your own boss!


	Being an online entrepreneur means more than just building a website—and this book breaks down everything you need to know to be successful. Inside, you'll get plain-English explanations and easy-to-follow instruction on online business basics, legal...
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Design Thinking for Entrepreneurs and Small Businesses: Putting the Power of Design to WorkApress, 2013

	Design Thinking for Entrepreneurs and Small Businesses: Putting the Power of Design to Work is the first book on the subject for smaller businesses.

	

	Until now, design thinking—a methodology for solving business problems and identifying opportunities—has been the playground for companies with big budgets,...
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The Future of the Arab Spring: Civic Entrepreneurship in Politics, Art, and Technology StartupsButterworth-Heinemann, 2013

	Civic entrepreneurship lies at the heart of the Arab Spring. From the iconic image of an occupied Tahrir Square to scenes of dancing protesters in Syria and politically conscious hip hop in Tunisia, people across the Middle East and North Africa continue to collaborate and experiment their way out of years of dictatorship and political...
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The Agile Enterprise: Building and Running Agile OrganizationsApress, 2017

	Discover how to implement and operate in an Agile manner at every level of your enterprise and at every point from idea to delivery. Learn how Agile-mature organizations adapt nimbly to microchanges in market conditions. Learn cutting-edge practices and concepts as you extend your implementation of Agile through the entire enterprise to meet...
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